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Reviewer's report:

Dear Authors

Thank you for an interesting, relevant and well-written manuscript. I have only minor suggestions to strengthen the line of logic and transparency of arguments.

Background: For early clarity I suggest you define ACP 'Advanced Cancer' early on in the background. Also if you can explain the reason for 'quantitative data' and 'high numbers of ACP' please be more explicit as per your argumentation (ie intentions for representativeness), (you even have some 'qualitative data, although collected as part of a quantitative large number study, which adds to the results)

Methods: There seems to be some inconsistency in how you define the population; they are referred to in background as 'ACP', in methods as 'sequential outpatients (expect this was method of enrollment), but adds confusion as presently written. The inclusion criteria do not mention ACP but moderate to severe 'tiredness' (fatigue) or weakness, these are all three relevant but different criterion and causes un-clarity and inconsistency. Recommend this is corrected consistently throughout. There is some redundancy in the methods section, try to clean up the intro section in methods to avoid repetitions and in following section on workflow and study design you refer to a paper-based quetionnaire is that the same you then provide in-depth information of afterwards ? this section could benefit from more stringent presentation.

Results: Interesting - how about differences as per gender?  (Possibly caused by the breast cancer group).

Discussion: Any (self)-critical reflections on the comparison to 'cancer survivors' - good with your conclusive considerations on early stage, pre-diagnosis and continuous support for PA would add to the ACP in progressed stages.
Are the methods appropriate and well described?
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